
Review of the manuscript “The Paleochrono-1.1 probabilistic model to derive optimized andconsistent chronologies for several paleoclimatic sites” by Parrenin et al., submitted toGeoscientific Model Development

General comment:

This is an interesting, well-written paper presenting a new probabilistic model (Paleochrono-1.1)to derive a common and optimised chronology for several paleoclimatic sites with potentiallydifferent types of archives. This is an important modelling question, which definitely fits withinthe scope of GMD. The new model builds on a previous model (IceChrono), but has substantialadvantages compared with its predecessor (computational efficiency, ease of use, accuracy),which are clearly outlined and discussed in the paper, and can thus be considered as asubstantial advance in terms of age modelling (in particular to combine different types ofinformation from several archives).

All methods and assumptions appear valid and are clearly outlined, and the detailed descriptionenables the reader to reproduce the results. The results of the example presented in the papernicely demonstrate the general potential of the model. All conclusions are supported by theresults.
 
We sincerely thank the reviewer for his/her careful and relevant review, which helped usimprove our manuscript. 
The authors mention several aspects of the model (e.g., that it can also be used to constructage models for individual sites, the risk of choosing incorrect values for error bars andcorrelation lengths, etc.). The paper (and in particular the non-expert readers, who should usethe model later) would strongly benefit from a more detailed explanation how to choose thesevalues and their effect on the modelling results. Thus, I recommend to either present moreexamples or to calculate the same example with different choices of the parameters (see belowfor further details).
 
This is a very relevant and important comment that deserves a careful answer.Our probabilistic model derives from the theory of inverse problems (see, e.g. the books byAlbert Tarantola). In this theory, the inverse method optimizes the physical parameters of themodel given some probabilistic/statistical parameters (e.g., in our case, the values of the errorbars and of the correlation lengths of the prior, the error bars of the observations). In the case ofPaleochrono, while the observation error bars can be generally obtained based on externalstatistics (e.g. reproductible measurements), the statistical property of the prior can be deducedfrom general knowledge of the archive or from the observations themselves. In the long termand for a next version of Paleochrono, we would like to allow to infer these statistical



parameters at the same time as the physical parameters using Bayesian inferences. For now,we propose an iterative approach to update the statistical parameters of the prior based on thestatistics of the observation residuals.  
We added the following section in the method: 
2.3.5 Choosing the statistical parameters of the prior 
At this stage, it may seem difficult and subjective to determine the statistical parametersof the prior, namely the uncertainties and the correlation lengths. There are two possibleapproaches.  
In the first approach, the prior is defined from general knowledge on the archive.Typically, we may know from previous experiences on other sites that our archivingmodel is correct within a certain uncertainty level. For example, for ice cores, ourdeposition model is generally good within 10-20%, but for speleothem, the deposition ishighly variable and our model with a constant deposition rate might be in error by afactor 2-5 for some sites and some time periods. 
In the second approach, following the principle of Occam's razor, the uncertainty of theprior is defined as the simplest possible model which reasonably fits the observations,providing there are enough observations to constraint the statistical model. In thisapproach, the uncertainty (resp. correlation length) is decreased (resp. increased) asmuch as possible while still keeping an acceptable agreement between the posteriormodel and the observations. We propose to study the residuals of the different type ofobservations (corresponding to each term of the cost function) after the optimizationprocess to decide if the values for these variables were chosen correctly. To helpinterpret the residuals, their distributions are fitted with a Student-t distribution. Wepropose to tune the uncertainties of the prior to have a scale ~0.2-0.5, that is, theobservations are generally fitted well enough. We then tune the correlation lengths tohave a number of degrees of freedom (NDF) as large as possible (that is, distributionswith small tails). Having small tails means there are no problematic observations whichare contradictory with the prior. 
In summary, I highly recommend publication in GMD, but I am convinced that the paleoclimatecommunity would benefit from a more detailed illustration based on several examples. Below, Ialso list some other minor comments that may be useful to further improve the paper.

Detailed comments:

It may be good to modify the title to better illustrate the potential of the model to the generalreader. The current title – in my opinion – does not illustrate that the model derives a common,combined age model from several sites using stratigraphic links, etc.
 



We propose the following modified title: 
The Paleochrono-1.1 probabilistic model to derive a common age model for severalpaleoclimatic sites combining absolute and relative dating constraints 
Line 49: I would not consider speleothems as an archive with a continuous deposition process.We meanwhile know that many speleothems show various hiatuses (ranging from a few yearsto tens or hundreds of ka), and their growth thus rather needs to be considered as episodic.Later, it becomes obvious that the authors are aware of this, but it may be useful to state thismajor difference to, e.g., ice cores right at the beginning.
 
Yes, good point.We propose to add the following sentence in the introduction: 
…and speleothems (Wang et al., 2001; Cheng et al., 2018; Corrick et al., 2020). In the case ofspeleothem, however, we should note that the deposition (i.e. speleothem growth)somtimes is only episodic, that is continuous only during some time intervals.  
Line 58 ff.: Maybe mention the various, very sophisticated methods used in dendrochronologyhere.
We propose to mention dendrochronology in the ‘intervals of known duration’ bullet: 

1) Intervals of known duration: sometimes, a section of an archive is of known duration
(typically, a section from an ice core or tree where annual layers can be counted),
although the absolute age of the section may not be known accurately. 

Line 127: “Paleochrono-1.1 does not integrate information regarding hiatuses, …” Even if this istrue, as mentioned further down, hiatuses can be included: “If there is a known hiatus in thearchive, the sections before and after the hiatus should be considered as two different sites inPaleochrono-1.1.” This means that hiatuses will not be detected by the model, but they can beincluded. This should be clarified and may be very important for archives like speleothems (seeabove).
 
We propose to modify this sentence as follow: 
Paleochrono-1.1 does not detect hiatuses, working at a temporal resolution where thedeposition process can be considered as continuous (because, for example, it does notsnow everyday on an ice sheet) but hiatuses can be included by treating the differentcontinuous sections independently. 
Line 134: “… simple archives, with one unique depth age relationship …” This is not clear to me.What does unique mean in this context. Please clarify.
 
We propose to clarify this sentence as follow: 



Paleochrono-1.1 is set up for two types of archives: the so-called simple archives, with oneunique material (and therefore only one depth-age relationship), constant density, and nopost-depositional thinning (e.g., speleothems, marine sediments), and ice-core archives, wherewe deal with two materials (the ice and the enclosed air) with different age-depthrelationships, variable density, and where post-depositional thinning occurs. 
Line 151 ff.: “Uncertainties on the prior estimates and on the observations are assumed to beGaussian …” This may be problematic for old (i.e., > 200 ka) U-series ages, where the errorsbecome asymmetric. This should be included later, when, e.g., non-Gaussian uncertainties of14C ages are mentioned.
 
We propose to add the following sentence in section 5.1: 
Radiocarbon calendar ages typically do not have a Gaussian uncertainty, as they are aconvolution of the measurement uncertainty and a calibration curve taking into account thevariable atmospheric 14C history. U-Th ages close to the limit of the technique also have anasymmetrical uncertainty which cannot be considered as Gaussian. 
Line 308 ff.: “We assume also a correlation length of 1,000 yr for the deposition rate of bothspeleothems, assuming higher frequency variations are absent.” This is OK for this paper, but itmay be noteworthy that the Asian speleothem d18O records often show a correlation on theprecession time scale. Would this have an effect of the results?
If the prior sedimentation rate is flat, it will pull a bit the posterior towards a flat scenario, but it ofcourse depends on the uncertainty one assigns to the prior. Of course, it would be possible toset up a correlation matrix which increases every precession cycle. 
This is what we wrote in the perspective section: 
Paleochrono-1.1 assumes that the correlation matrices of the prior have a triangularshape with a defined correlation length, that is, only a local correlation is considered. Itcould be possible to have more complex forms of correlation. 

Line 317 ff.: “We assign a constant uncertainty (1σ) of 100 yr to these synchronisation horizons.100 yr is a rough estimate of the synchronisation error during DO transitions.” This is not clearto me. What is the effect of this uncertainty in the end? What would happen if the chosen valuewas too small? It may be interesting to demonstrate and discuss the effect for different values.Alternatively, more information should be provided to assist the readers how to choose thisvalue.
 
This uncertainty is determined from the duration of the DO transitions in the different archivesand what is possible in terms of sychronisation. If the uncertainty is too small, it will try to overfitthis information, leading possibly to unrealistic sedimentation scenarios. We propose to modifythe sentence as follow: 
We assign a constant uncertainty (1σ) of 100 yr to these synchronisation horizons. 100 yr is arough estimate of the synchronisation error during DO transitions based on the duration of thetransition in the different archives (Capron et al., 2021; Corrick et al., 2020). 



Line 331 ff.: “Figure 4 shows that Paleochrono-1.1 is able to reconstruct a variable depositionrate from the chronological information, in particular the dated horizons along the MSLspeleothem. It is also able to estimate an uncertainty on this posterior reconstruction, which willdepend mainly on the uncertainty of the U/Th dated horizons, the depth resolution of the U/Thdates and the assumed growth-rate variation that affects interpolation uncertainty.” It is clear tome that the main scope of the paper is to demonstrate that the model can generate a common,combined model for different archives. However, since the model can also be used to calculateindividual age models for single archives (e.g., speleothems) and will probably also be used forthis purpose, it may be good to present the results for this as well. If so, it would be interestinghow the results compare with other published age models (for speleothems, see, for instance,Comas-Bru et al., 2020).
Thank you for this interesting comment. We now produce a MSL dating experiment with theSISALv2 dated horizons and compare it with the 4 SISALv2 age models for this speleothem.We now added Figure 2 and section 3.1: 

 



Figure 2: Comparison of age models for the MSL speleothem (Hulu Cave, Wang et al.,2001). The Paleochrono age model is in black, the SISALv2 age models are in red and thedated horizons are in green. Top-left: Bchron (Haslett and Parnell, 2008). Top-right:Bacon (Blaauw and Christen, 2011). Bottom-left: copRa (Breitenbach et al., 2012).Bottom-right: StalAge (Scholz and Hoffmann, 2011). For better visibility, 2-sigma errorsare shown in this figure. 
3.1 Dating of the Hulu MSL speleothem 
To first demonstrate the ability of Paleochrono to date simple archive like speleothems,we date the MSL speleothem from Hulu Cave (Wang et al., 2001) and compare theresulting age model with age models derived by other methods/softwares, as given in theSISALv2 database (Comas-Bru et al., 2020). There are four age models used in thisdatabase: Bchron (Haslett and Parnell, 2008), Bacon (Blaauw and Christen, 2011), copRa(Breitenbach et al., 2012) and StalAge (Scholz and Hoffmann, 2011). 
We applied Paleochrono with a depth grid between 6 and 450 mm with a step of 1 mm.The deposition grid is defined between 30 kyr and 80 kyr with a step of 100 yr. Byanalysing the distribution of the residuals, we found optimal values of 30% for thedeposition rate uncertainty and 1000 yr for the correlation length. 
We show the result of the Paleochro age model on Figure 2, together with the SISALv2age models and the dated horizons used in all age models. Paleochrono generallyreproduces smoother age-depth relationships than the other age models. The posterioruncertainties are smaller than the ones obtained with Bchron, Bacon and copRa, butcomparable with the StalAge uncertainties. The StalAge age model is the closest to thePaleochrono age model, although StalAge is not exactly as smooth as Paleochrono. 
We also added section 5.2 in the discussion: 
5.2 Comparison with other dating softwares 
Paleochrono-1.1 was applied to the MSL speleothem (Hulu Cave, Wang et al., 2001) andcompared to the SISALv2 age models (Comas-Bru et al., 2020). Compared to other agemodels, the one obtained with Paleochrono-1.1 tends to be less conservative, withsmaller uncertainties than age models obtained with Bchron (Haslett and Parnell, 2008)and Bacon (Blaauw and Christen, 2011) and comparable uncertainties with the agemodels obtained with copRa (Breitenbach et al., 2012) and StalAge (Scholz andHoffmann, 2011). The resulting depth-age curve is also generally smoother, thereforeimplying less variations in the deposition rate.  
Compared with other softwares, Paleochrono-1.1 assumes that the uncertainties aregaussian, therefore it cannot reproduce asymmetric or multimodal uncertainties. But itcan manage very large experiments and multi-site experiments, which other softwarecannot currently do.
Line 381 ff.: “… whereas the NGRIP ice core provides very accurate relative ages (i.e.,durations) from counting of annual layers across intervals.” Even if the relative accuracy of suchlayer counted chronologies is very high, the counting uncertainty sums up to considerably (e.g.,for GICC05). How is this included in the model?



If provided with dated intervals from the layer counting, Paleochrono does reproduce absoluteages with errors that increase with depth because the layer counting errors sum up. This is dealtwith in Paleochrono. Below is a figure of an experiment with just the NGRIP site and with onlythe layer counting information provided as dated intervals of 1,000 yr (the green rectangles),assuming no correlation of counting errors. You can see how the errors sum up in the totaluncertainty which increases with depth (the pink curve). 

Based on your comment, we decided to slightly modify the AICC2023-Hulu dating experiment: 
In AICC2023, the layer-counting GICC05 constraint (Svensson et al., 2008) was used asdated horizons with small (<50 yr) uncertainties. This choice was made to maintain acompatibility with GICC05 but does not correspond to the true information the layercounting provides. Here, we choose instead to use the constraint from GICC05 as datedintervals of 1000 yr durations, assuming no correlation in counting errors 

Line 407 ff.: “Additionally, the models for combining all the information may grow to be socomprehensive that most users will not be able to maintain an overview of the data employed,and operating the model will entail sometimes implicit and important choices, e.g. on how toestimate the error bars of the prior and of the observations, how to set the correlation lengths forthe prior, etc.” I completely agree with that and would like to encourage the authors todemonstrate the effect of, e.g., incorrect choices for error bars and correlation lengths of theprior. This would not only be helpful to avoid such mistakes, but also improve the applicability ofthe model.
 
We now propose a section on how to choose the prior iteratively (see before). 
Line 427 ff.: “In conclusion, optimal chronologies are practical for users who want to use thebest possible common chronology, but it absolutely does not replace the need to compare and



improve the chronologies of individual sites. The compromises involved in the modelling entail arisk that wrong chronological information or insufficiently quantified uncertainties will influencethe resulting time scale negatively in a non-transparent way.” This is a very important point, and- again – I think, it would be very useful to better demonstrate the mentioned effects in thepaper. One way would be to (i) construct an individual age model for one of the speleothems(and compare with one of the published models in SISAL), then (ii) construct the commonmodel, and then (iii) construct a (iii) model using wrong chronological information or insufficientlyquantified uncertainties to demonstrate the effect. 
So we did (i) (see comment before) and we did (ii). For (iii), we have improved Paleochrono todetect outliers and we wrote a section in the method: 
2.3.6 Detection of outliers 
Paleochrono-1.1 also detects possible outliers in the observations, which indicate someincompatible chronological information given to the model. If a given observation is notfitted by the model within a given tolerance level (by default this level is 3σ), a warning isdisplayed at the end of the run and points directly to this observation. Of course, theincompatible information can sometimes be due either to a wrong observation or to anoverestimation of the confidence on a prior constraint. Thus, the user has to decidebetween these two possible explanations: either the user can remove the observation, orincrease the flexibility of the prior to fit this observation. 
Conclusions: This is mainly a repetition of the previous sections and could be shortened.
 
We removed from the conclusion the part on the resources, which are technical and not ofinterest to the general reader. 
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